PM
SkiGo Cup in skiorienteering, Kiruna
Welcome to skiorienteering competitions in the SkiGo Cup series. The competitions are two individual
races. Saturday is a middledistance and Sunday a shortdistance. The competition areas are in the Matojärvi surroundings and for the longer courses around Varggropen. In the Matojärvi area there are a lot
of ordinary ski tracks while in the other areas the tracks are mainly made by snowmobile. The areas are
close the Kiruna City and therefore other tracks not on the map can be found. Some snowmobile ways
are going through the area, so be careful.
The competition center is in the IFK Kiruna office at the Matojärvi Sport Center and parking of cars
can be made at the parking places near the office. There are plenty of snow – about 50 cm.
Map scale: 1:7500 for HD10-14, Ö1, Ö3 and HD55-65, other classes 1:10000.
Punch system: SportIdent. -3 min the competitors are called and the card is emptied. -2 min the card is
checked and at -1 min the competitor gets the map. Time start is applied except for the open classes
where start punching must be done. Finish punching must be made at the finish. If SportIdent control
unit not works (i.e no sound or light) punch on the map with the traditional/old kind of punch system.
First start: 10 am both days. If heavy snow fall then mass start will be applied. In case of mass start the
start time will be decided on the competition day.
Startplaces: In view from competition center.
Posts: Wooden sticks with SportIdent-unit and old punch system unit mounted on the sticks.
Price ceremony: Will be done right after the competitions on Sunday from the total result only in the
youth classes.
Course lengths (the way the bird fly/best route choice)
Classes
Saturday
Sunday
D12

1990/2650

2100/2980

HD10,Ö1

1890/2460

2060/2800

H12,H65,D14,D55,D65

3320/4650

2500/3700

H14,H55,D16,D45,Ö3

3620/5000

3140/4650

H16,H45,D17-20,D35

4920/7000

4300/6650

H17-20,H35,D21,Ö6

5900/9480

4670/6980

H21

8000/12400

4850/7200

